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ABSTRACT 
 
The advent of affordable cameras is reshaping the way owners and contractors are 
documenting ongoing construction operations by providing large amount of jobsite video 
streams for assessing on-site activities. To facilitate assessing these large collections of videos, 
recent studies have focused on leveraging computer vision algorithms for construction activity 
analysis and automatic workface assessment process. Despite promising results, understanding 
human activities from videos are still rather limited. The main gaps in knowledge are: 1) the lack 
of comprehensive datasets with groundtruth to cover all construction activities, and 2) methods 
that can deal with high degree of intra-class variability among activities and visual feature 
similarities among non-direct works.  
To address the need of reliable workface assessment, and to facilitate the development of 
computer vision algorithms for automatic activity analysis, this thesis proposes conducting 
video-based workface assessment in form of a crowdsourcing task at massive marketplace, such 
as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). The presented method can attract hundreds of human 
annotators from around the world in seconds to use the compositional structure of worker-
activity-posture-tool to analyze videos. Today, the human ability to interpret video content 
outperforms current vision-based algorithms. Thus, it is hypothesized that with the assistance 
from crowd intelligence (non-experts) and automatic detection and tracking algorithms, reliable 
workface assessment results can be quickly collected from jobsite video streams.   
To validate this hypothesis, a web-based workface assessment tool is developed that 
supports 1) crowdsourcing of video-based activity analysis tasks at AMT by calling for human 
annotators’ intelligence to interpret a sparse set of keyframes; 2) a detection and a tracking 
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algorithm to automatically generate workface assessment results for the rest of non-key frames 
based on the sparse set of user-assisted key frames; and 3) intuitive interfaces for 2D 
construction resources localization, presentation of compositional structure taxonomy of 
construction worker activities, visualization of activity analysis results, and quality control 
strategies. Six different exhaustive experiments are conducted to examine different annotation 
methods and frequencies, different video lengths to construct HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks), 
difference between expert and non-expert annotators, difference between linear and detection-
based extrapolation methods, and optimal cross-validation strategy to improve workface 
assessment’s accuracy. The experimental results are presented and discussed by annotation time 
and accuracy at each level of compositional structure. Our experiments with overall accuracy of 
85% for non-expert annotators testify that the quality of work by non-experts annotators at AMT 
is as reliable as experts on providing accurate and complete workforce assessment. The 
introduced method has potential to minimize time needed for workface assessment and allows 
professionals to focus their time on the more important task of root-cause analysis and 
investigating alternatives for performance improvement.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
On-site labor is among the most important factors that influence the performance of a 
construction project (Gouett et al 2011). In order to benchmark on-site labor productivity 
performance, construction industry and academia have both attempted to develop productivity 
measurement techniques, which can be used to improve construction project’s labor productivity 
performance. Despite the wide range of proposed techniques, their applications in construction 
are constrained by 1) the lack of ability to determine root causes of issues that adversely affect 
productivity, and 2) the lack of systematic outlines for how to plan and implement productivity 
improvements (CII 2010). To overcome these limitations, Construction Industry Institute (CII) 
introduced an evolved workface assessment technique-- activity analysis. Activity analysis is 
defined as a continuous process of measuring and improving the amount of time craft workers 
spend on actual construction (CII 2010). The measurement and improvement of direct-work rate 
(i.e., the time proportion of activities devoted to actual construction) are built on a cyclical 
framework that couples workface assessment and planning and implementing improvements to 
enable a continual and systematic process to assess, identify and reduce/eliminate productivity 
barriers (Gouett 2010). As the initial measurement step, workface assessment statistically 
characterizes overall activity distribution from adequate significantly detailed observation 
sample. Nevertheless, traditional practice for the collection of these observations, which involves 
trained observers walking along the randomly selected routes to classify and record each 
observed construction worker into different activity categories by visual observations, may 
minimize the opportunities for planning and implementing improvements. Large size of manual 
observations that is essential to guarantee the statistical accuracy of workface assessment could 
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result in additional costs, which may discourage construction companies to conduct activity 
analysis. Visual judgments of observers tend to generate erroneous data due to over-
productiveness phenomenon caused by construction workers under observations, instantaneous 
reaction of observer to benchmark activity category, distance limits to construction workers, and 
observers' bias and fatigue; therefore, cause productivity improvement plan and implementation 
deviated. 
To address current limitations of manual workface assessment, methods related to 
automated workface assessment have been proposed in the past few years. Sensor-based 
workface assessment methods leverage Ultra Wide Band (UWB), Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) tags, or Global Positioning Systems (GPS) as data acquisition device to 
collect construction worker location information as reference to deduce workface assessment 
results. Video-based workface assessment methods take advantages of ubiquitous jobsite video 
streams of construction operations and computer vision algorithms to detect, track and analyze 
construction worker activities for workface assessment results rendering. However, limitations 
associated with each method hinder their applications for affordable, reliable and comprehensive 
workface assessment results. The installation of sensors/tags for sensor-based methods can be 
costly and time-consuming at large-scale and congested construction site (Park et al. 2011; Park 
and Brilakis 2012); also, referring workface assessment purely from location information without 
proper interpretation of construction worker activities makes sensor-based methods likely to 
generate inaccurate data as location information is not necessarily a distinctive indicator of 
activity category changes (Memarzadeh et al. 2013). Although video-based methods are able to 
leverage inexpensive jobsite video streams to interpret construction activities, their development 
has been slow due to the difficulties involved in collecting large and comprehensive dataset for 
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computer vision model training. Besides, the congestion of construction site, the complexity of 
construction activities, and the similarities between non-direct activities challenge the 
performance of video-based workface assessment methods in extreme situations. 
To address the need for methods that can provide reliable workface assessment results 
and provide dataset that can facilitate the development of vision-based algorithms, this thesis 
presents a Raamac Workface Assessment Tool (http://activityanalysis.cee.illinois.edu/) that 
supports crowdsourcing construction activity analysis from jobsite video streams. Although 
human intelligence can outperform current computer vision algorithms when the interpretation of 
jobsite video streams requires high accuracy, purely leveraging limited human intelligence, such 
as manual review of jobsite video streams by only a few construction professionals, could be 
costly and time-consuming. Therefore, we propose to conduct construction activity analysis in 
form of a crowdsourcing task to enable timely assessment by increasing the size of annotator’s 
pool. Meanwhile, to further optimize the performance, automatic detection/tracking algorithms 
are proposed to generate non-key frame assessment automatically, so that annotators from 
crowdsourcing marketplace only need to assess a sparse set of keyframes. To achieve this goal, 
we 1) created and developed an online video-based annotation tool for workface assessment at 
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) based on CII defined construction activity categories; 2) 
defined compositional structure taxonomy of construction worker activities as metrics together 
with intuitive user interface elements to enable detailed collection of visual data for developing 
the computer vision methods; and 3) validated the key functionality elements of the system: how 
a given long site video can be distributed as form of crowdsourcing task; how the outcomes of 
the assessment should be cross-validated and presented to achieve the desired level of accuracy; 
and also explored the differences between non-expert and expert annotators, and between 
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different non-key frame annotations propagation strategies. In the following, we review the 
related works, introduce methods to develop this proposed tool, and discuss experimental results. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Activity Analysis and Video-based Workface Assessment  
Measuring productivity serves as an initial effort to reveal issues that prevent on-site 
labor from better performance. There are a number of methods that could be utilized to measure 
productivity. Commonly, construction industry uses metrics-- factor productivity, labor 
productivity, or productivity factor to calculate either the ratio of input to output or the ratio of 
anticipated to actual labor productivity as productivity measurements (Gouett 2011). Although 
these metrics show obvious advantages in quantifying productivity directly, they have been 
criticized because they are typically calculated weeks or even months after actual outputs have 
been produced. In response to this concern, workface assessment techniques, such as foreman-
delay survey, craftsman's questionnaire and work sampling, have been adopted. Foreman-delay 
survey and craftsman's questionnaire, similar techniques introduced at 1960s' (Gouett 2010), 
summarize man-hours lost caused by issues adversely affecting productivity of their crew. Work 
sampling, defined by Thomas and Holland (1980), is a statics technique to estimate direct work 
rate from a series of random observations (i.e., records of workers' activity types) (Gouett 2010). 
However, this set of workface assessment techniques face the problem of lacking systematic 
outlines to enable collected data to be used for determining root causes of issues, and for 
planning and implementing productivity improvements. In 2010, CII’s Craft Productivity 
Improvement Program Research Team introduced activity analysis, “ a continuous process of 
measuring and improving the amount of time that craft workers spend on actual construction'' 
(CII 2010), to address this problem. As an evolved practice, activity analysis not only updates 
traditional work sampling by increasing significantly detailed observations but also advocates 
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continuous productivity measurement and improvement. Currently, activity analysis largely 
relies on manual workface assessment, which is a labor-intensive process due to the large size of 
the data that needs to be collected (Su and Liu 2007; Gong and Caldas 2011), and can be 
subjective (Golparvar-Fard 2011) and erroneous because of the stringent requirements placed 
upon observers (CII 2010). These limitations could result in low-quality analysis and might also 
minimize the opportunities for productivity improvement.  
To solve the limitations associated with manual workface assessment, research efforts 
have been placed upon developing video-based workface assessment methods from advanced 
computer vision algorithms as well as rich site video streams. In the past few years, several 
video-based workface assessment methods have been proposed based on detecting and tracking 
construction resources (i.e., worker, equipment and material) from video streams. Brilakis et al. 
(2011) and Park et al. (2011) proposed methods that apply Scale Invariant Feature Transforms 
(SIFT) to detect construction resources in 2D, and epipolar geometry calculated from a set of two 
or more static image cameras to track them in 3D. However, the need for a set of cameras, 
expected known location of cameras, and initial detection from SIFT may limit their applications 
in uncontrolled situations. Many researches focused on leveraging extracted features, such as 
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) (Rezazadeh Azar and McCabe 2011), color-based 
Gaussian model (Gong and Caldas 2011), absolute features (Chi and Caldas 2011), and 
HOG/HSV color histogram (Park and Brilakis 2012), to detect and track construction resources’ 
segmentations generated by foreground/background subtraction; while, some other researches 
feed visual features to machine learning algorithms, and apply trained models directly to video 
frames for detection and tracking. Gong and Caldas (2009) presented a concrete bucket model 
trained by boosted cascade simple features to analyze its cyclic operations. Memarzadeh et al. 
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(2013) built a multiple binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) with the combination of oriented 
gradient histogram and hue map to detect and track construction workers and equipment. In 
addition to detecting the existence of resources for tracking, several researches outline methods 
to further classify their atomic activities. Gong et al. (2011) proposed a Bag-of-Video-Feature-
Words and Bayesian network model to classify different atomic activities of construction 
workers. Escorcia et al. (2012) presented a Bag-of-Posed-Histogram approach to analyze 
workers activity types, such as fire caulking, hammering, and idle, in interior condition from 
RGBD (RGB + Depth) cameras. 
 
2.2 Computer Vision Methods for Activity Analysis  
There is a large number of works on inferring human activity from videos in computer 
vision community. Human activity analysis from videos relies on two major components: 
detection and human pose estimation. Previous works addressed these two components as 
separate tasks. Significant amount of studies focused on building object detectors and have 
achieved promising results. Dalal and Triggs (2005) built a human detector based on histogram 
of oriented gradients (HOG). Felzenszwalb et al. (2010) proposed a discriminatively trained-part 
based model that detects objects with latent deformable parts, which demonstrates a better 
performance in object detection. Except for leveraging shape-based detector, Van De Weijer and 
Schmid (2006) discussed the importance of color in object detection, and proposed color-based 
local feature detector. Meanwhile, a huge body of studies dedicated to estimate human pose from 
different body articulations. One of the most popular methods for human pose estimation is the 
pictorial structure framework, which uses tree structure to model the relationship of each body 
part (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher 2005; Ramanan 2006). Also, non-tree models have been 
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proposed to work with more complex human pose (Wang and Mori 2008). In recent years, 
realizing the benefits of the relationship between object detection and human pose estimation, 
many works propose methods to treat them as a connected task. Yao and Fei-Fei (2010) 
presented a model that treats object and human pose as the context of each other to mutually 
improve detection and estimation performance. Koppula et al. (2013) also modeled the human 
activities and object affordances to recognize sub-activities. The development of methods in 
human detection and pose estimation allows human activity analysis from videos to be applied in 
various of situations-- ranging from the recognition of simple actions of single person to the 
representation and recognition of sequential gesture or actions from input images, and to the 
recognition of high-level activities that consist of multiple layers of sub-activities. A detailed 
review of approaches for human activity analysis can be reached at Aggarwal and Ryoo (2011). 
 
2.3 Crowdsourcing 
Crowdsourcing, first coined in 2006 by Jeff Howe, can be alternatively referred as the 
collective intelligence, the wisdom of the crowd or human computation (Gadgil et al. 2014). 
Crowdsourcing is often considered as a distributed problem-solving and business production 
model (Yuen et al 2011), through which a job traditionally performed by designated agent can be 
outsourced to an undefined, generally large group of people in the form of an open call (Howe 
2008). The underlying philosophy of crowdsourcing is that a group of people, satisfying the 
basic conditions: diversity, independence, decentralized and aggregated, almost holds a complete 
depiction of the world and can perform as same or even better than experts do (Surowiecki 
2005). In recent years, the blooming of Internet enables crowdsourcing to be applied in a 
broadened and dynamic manner-- from anyone, anywhere, as needed (Shingles and Trichel 
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2014)-- for everything from image/video processing, information gathering, and data verification 
and processing tasks to creative tasks, such as coding, drawing, analytics and production 
development (Wightman 2010; Yuen et al. 2011; Shingles and Trichel 2014). The wide range of 
business in crowdsourcing promotes the development of specialized applications: 1) simple, 
microtasks-oriented crowdsourcing: Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) and Elance; 2) 
complicated, experience-oriented crowdsourcing: 10EQS and oDesk; 3) open-ended, creative 
crowdsourcing: IdeaConnection and Innocentive; and 4) funding, consumption and contribution 
crowdsourcing: Indiegogo, Kickstarter and Wikipedia (Shingles and Trichel 2014).  
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), introduced by Amazon in 2005, has gained popularity 
within computer vision community (Sorokin and Forsyth 2008). Traditionally, computer vision 
researchers have to manually create substantially large amounts of annotations (i.e., labeled 
training data), which is always considered as a simple, but labor-intensive, time-consuming and 
costly process. However, with the assistance of AMT marketplace, researchers, known as  
“requester”, only need to post entire annotation tasks in the form of microtasks-- HITs, an 
acronym of “Human Intelligence Tasks”, and compensate online users, known as 
“worker/annotator”, with pre-defined payment for the rendered results. Through this 
crowdsourcing approach, typically easy human annotation tasks, while extremely difficult or 
even impossible for computer to perform, can be accomplished: 1) in a timely manner-- AMT, 
the massive labor market containing hundreds of thousands of annotators, can complete 60% of 
HITs in 16 hours and complete 80% of HITs around 64 hours (Ipeirotis 2010); 2) at low price-- 
the approximate hourly wage at AMT is $5 (Ipeirotis 2010); and 3) with reasonable quality-- 
AMT keeps track of annotators’ performance, which can be used as screening condition to 
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guarantee results’ quality; also, many techniques have been developed to assist requester with 
getting high quality annotations. 
 
2.4 Video Annotation 
Sorokin and Forsyth (2008) presented a data annotation framework to obtain project-
specific annotations quickly and cheaply through crowdsourcing platform, the AMT. The 
proposed framework revolutionized large-scale static image annotation (Vondrick et al. 2013). 
The subsequent efforts to seek the value of massive datasets of labeled images also promoted 
deign of efficient visual annotation tools and database.  Russell et al. (2008) introduced LabelMe 
as a web-based annotation tool that supports dense polygon labeling on static image. Deng et al. 
(2009) presented a crowdsourcing image annotation platform based on ImageNet that is an 
image database of over 11 million images (Wah 2006). Everingham et al. (2010) described a 
high quality image collection strategy for the PASCAL VOC challenge. 
However, the successful practices for static image annotation do not hold true for video 
annotation that is dynamic in nature (Vondrick et al. 2013). Video annotation is one domain that 
especially requires cost-aware and efficient methods for frame-by-frame labeling (Vondrick et al. 
2013; Wah 2006). The sheer quantity of frames necessitates clever ways of propagating 
annotations from a subset of keyframes (Wah 2006). Many research efforts have been made to 
explore efficient methods for video annotation. Doermann and Mihalcik (2000) outlined ViPER-
GT, a video performance evaluation and annotation system aiming at annotating spatial aspect of 
video. ViPER-GT tool is a baseline application for gathering groundtruth data without any 
intelligent method for assisting the annotation task (Di Salvo et al. 2013). Yuen et al. (2009) 
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introduced LabelMe video for video annotation. LabelMe video employs linear interpolation 
with constant 3D velocity assumption to propagate non-key frame spatial annotations. Ali et al. 
(2011) presented FlowBoost, a tool that can annotate videos from sparse set of keyframe 
annotations. Kavasidis et al. (2012) proposed a tool for groundtruth data generation. This tool, 
called GTTool, supports automatic contour extraction, object detect and tracking to assist 
annotations across frame sequences. Vondrick et al. (2013) presented a video annotation tool, 
VATIC, to address nonlinear motion in video by using a dynamic programming based 
interpolation algorithm that tries to track the object between keyframes by HOG and SVM 
supported detection. Except for the focus on spatial side of video annotation, many researchers 
focused on extracting temporal information for video annotation. Gadgil et al. (2014) designed a 
web-based video annotation system to analyze real-time surveillance videos by annotating each 
video event’s time interval, which can be later used as evidence for forensic analysis. Heilbron 
and Niebles (2014) introduced a system that supports automatically video retrieval to identify 
and annotate the time interval of videos that contains the interested activities. Kim et al. (2014) 
presented a prototype video player named ToolScape for crowdsourcing how-to video (videos 
that demonstrate new skills) temporal annotation. 
 
2.5 Current Gaps in Knowledge 
Although crowdsourcing has gained popularity and success within computer vision 
community, directly applying it to video-based construction workface assessment task can be 
challenging. First, video streams of construction operations are different from daily video 
streams in terms of number of entity, activity complexity and background condition, which could 
make traditional optimal annotation method and frequency, and video length failed to effectively 
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assist annotators to deliver satisfactory workface assessment results.  Second, due to the 
complexity of construction activity, crowdsourcing vided-based workface assessment 
necessitates a customized data framework to describe construction activity, so that to enable the 
collection of related information for activity analysis. Finally, the reliability of crowdsourcing for 
video-based construction workface assessment remains un-testified. Recruiting non-expert 
annotators from crowdsourcing marketplace for construction workface assessment challenges 
crowdsourcing’s performance, because understanding construction activity requires expertise. 
Therefore, it requires experiments to examine such annotators’ capability, as well as methods 
that can improve crowdsourcing results’ accuracy. 
To address these challenges of applying crowdsourcing to video-based construction 
workface assessment task, we propose to: 1) develop customized user interface elements to 
enable construction productivity data retrieval, visualization and cross-validation; 2) design and 
conduct experiments to tune fittest parameters including annotation method, annotation 
frequency and video length especially for the crowdsourcing of video-based construction 
workface assessment; 3) create compositional structure taxonomy for construction activities to 
decode complex construction operations; 4) compare expert and non-expert annotation’s 
performance, apply cross-validation method to improve results’ accuracy, and conduct 
experiment to seek optimal fold number for cross-validation process. In the following, we 
present methods we propose to solve current challenges. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHOD 
3.1 Collecting Jobsite Videos  
Due to the lack of precedent experience of how to design and validate a crowdsourcing 
platform specified for construction video-based activity analysis, it is necessary to use real-world 
jobsite video streams to examine such platform's performance throughout the entire design and 
validation process. For this purpose, we choose to collect videos focusing on concrete placement 
activity because concrete placement, one of the most complex activities in construction that 
typically and frequently happens at outside construction environments, providing various testing 
and validation scenarios for assessing the application of the Raamac Workface Assessment 
Tool's application in real-world scenarios. In this work, the collection of concrete placement 
videos follows two principles: 1) containing different levels of activity difficulties; and 2) 
covering comprehensive jobsite and video-recording conditions. To this end, we define activity 
difficulty as physical and reasoning efforts required to complete video-based workface 
assessment in this proposed tool. To quantify activity difficulty level, we introduce a set of 
metrics including crew size, activity change frequency and occlusion situation. Crew size and 
activity change frequency determines the amount of assessments should be performed, therefore, 
indicates the physical effort level; and occlusion situation decides the amount of reasoning 
efforts required to complete each assessment. Thus, these metrics can be used to classify 
concrete placement videos into different difficulty levels. We also define jobsite conditions by 
illumination and background conditions, and define video-recording conditions by viewpoint, 
camera distance and camera motion conditions. All these conditions chosen to depict jobsite and 
video-recording situations could cover almost all real-world scenarios of video-recording 
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construction operations, which assists to collect and select videos with variety. Fulfilling these 
two principles during video collection and selection process is an important assurance step in 
order to examine Raamac Workface Assessment Tool's capability of conducting construction 
workface assessment under different circumstances. 
Figure 1:  Example of collected dataset at different levels of construction activity difficulty, 
jobsite conditions, and video-recording conditions. 
 
Based on these two principles, 8 jobsite videos consisting of 45 minutes concrete 
placement activity in total were selected from 3 different construction sites. According to 
different activity difficulty levels, these videos were classified into three different categories as 
“Video#1”, “Video#2”, and “Video#3”. Figure 1 shows video sample examples of each 
difficulty level. Videos in each activity difficulty level last for 15 minutes in total, and contain 
different jobsite and video-recording conditions. Table 1 presents a detailed description of the 
conditions that were associated to each video. Meanwhile, it is also necessary to point out that 
the collected concrete placement videos cover almost all important atomic direct works, such as 
“Pour Concrete”, “Place Concrete”, “Erect Form”, “Position Rebar", and also consist of 
substantial amounts of non-direct work, such as “Preparatory Work”, “Material Handling”, 
“Waiting”, etc. We believe that the variety of collected videos can work as good simulations of 
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real-world scenarios; so can provide valuable information for the design and validation 
processes. 
Table 1: Difficulty level standard, jobsite and video-recording conditions 
 Difficulty level standard Jobsite Conditions Video-recording Conditions 
Crew 
Size 
Occlusion Frequency Illumination Background Viewpoint Distance Motion 
#1
  2-3 Rare Low Normal Clean Level Close Rare 
#2
 4-7 High High Bright Clutter Level Close Heavy 
#3
 8-10 Heavy Low Dark Clutter Bird eye Far None 
* “#1”, “#2”, and “#3” stands for “Video#1”, “Video#2” and “Video#3” respectively. 
 
3.2 Activity Analysis User Interface 
Raamac Workface Assessment Tool has two main components: 1) Task Management 
Interface and 2) Workface Assessment Interface. Task Management Interface assists requesters 
to manage workface assessment tasks including task publication and result retrieval; Workface 
Assessment Interface provides annotators access to complete video-based workface assessment 
tasks. Figure 2 presents the workflow of Raamac Workface Assessment Tool. First, requesters 
use Task Management Interface to break an entire video of construction operations to be 
assessed into several HITs and publish them online or offline. Online mode allows AMT 
annotators to complete HITs, whereas offline mode makes HITs can only be reached by defined 
groups, which normally consist of expert annotators invited by requesters. Then, annotators can 
accept published HITs to generate workface assessment results at Workface Assessment 
Interface. Eventually, at the time when all HITs belonging to the same video have been 
completed, requesters can retrieve, visualize and cross-validate assessment results, and generate 
accuracy report for each assessment through Task Management Interface. 
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Figure 2: Raamac Workface Assessment Tool’s workflow. 
3.2.1 Task Management Interface 
To access Task Management Interface, a requester should provide Raamac Workface 
Assessment Tool a set of valid username and password, as shown in Figure 3. This verification 
step addresses copyright and privacy issues of any uploaded video to protect authentic requesters 
from sharing videos under their accounts to unwanted parties. Once passing verification step, the 
requester can use four main functions associated to the Task Management Interface.  
Video Upload: Raamac Workface Assessment Tool is presented as a platform that 
supports crowdsourcing construction workface assessment and dataset collection at same time 
for both academia and industry in a dynamic environment. Therefore, allowing requesters to 
upload desired videos for assessment is vital to the design of Task Management Interface. To 
achieve this, we design “Video Upload”, shown in Figure 4, as a function that not only allows 
requesters to upload desired videos, but also automatically breaks uploaded videos into several 
HITs based on each video’s length, attaches most frequently used labels to HITs, and then 
publishes created HITs either online or offline. Most frequently used labels are sets of 
compositional structure taxonomies describing construction workers’ activities in video, and will 
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be discussed in detail in following section (3.3 Compositional Structure Taxonomy of 
Construction Worker Activities). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Task Management Interface—Log In. 
 
           
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Task Management Interface—Video Upload. 
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Video Links: To assist requesters to manage workface assessment HITs progress and to 
check the quality of completed HITs, we configure “Video Links” to present HITs by unique 
HITs name and link, and to classify HITs in two categories: published and completed. The 
interface for this function is shown in Figure 5. Unique HITs name helps requesters to 
differentiate each HITs and its progress status based on which progress category the HITs is in. 
HITs link provides requesters a chance to check the quality of completed HITs by revisiting it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Task Management Interface—Video Links. 
 
Video Visualize: A key component of Task Management Interface is the ability to 
present workface assessment results in various ways, so that related information regarding 
activity analysis can be retrieved based on different needs. “Video Visualize” enables workface 
assessment results to be presented in formats of annotated videos, crew-balance charts or pie 
charts. Annotated videos, shown in Figure 6, contain construction workers’ trajectories and 
activity type information on video, which allows activity analysis experts to monitor specific 
construction operations in a visualization-friendly way, so as to enable the analysis of root causes 
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for hidden issues that could not be revealed by simple charts. Crew-balance charts, shown in 
Figure 7, summarize each construction worker’s activity types in a timeline, which, unlike 
annotated videos, can provide an overall depiction of construction operations concisely. Pie 
charts characterize percentage of seven activity categories, proposed by (CII 2010), to present 
construction operation information in a more general way, as shown in Figure 8. The 
visualization function provides activity analysis experts various and meaningful result 
visualization formats to promote better performances during productivity improvement planning 
and implementation stages. 
Figure 6: Video visualization—annotated videos. 
 
Figure 7: Video visualize—crew-balance chart. 
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Figure 8: Video visualization—pie chart. Left: Compositional structure pie chart; Right: CII 
activity category pie chart. 
Figure 9: Task Management Interface—Cross-Validation and Accuracy. 
 
Cross-Validation and Accuracy: Online mode for construction workface assessment 
leverages annotators, who are not expert in construction, from AMT marketplace. It is highly 
possible for these annotators to generate inaccurate assessment results. To avoid using inaccurate 
assessment results for activity analysis, quality assurance and control methods should be applied 
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to pre-assessment and post-assessment stages. “Cross-Validation and Accuracy” are the 
functions we introduce at post-assessment stage to report the accuracy of completed assessment 
against groundtruth, and to cross-validate different completed assessments for same video to 
achieve a more accurate integrated assessment result. Figure 9 presents the interface for this 
function. The technical aspects of quality assurance and control methods will be discussed in 
following section (3.6 Amazon Mechanical Turk). 
3.2.2 Workface Assessment Interface 
Workface Assessment Interface is the place where annotators assess assigned video-
based HITs to generate workface assessment results. Workface Assessment Interface is the most 
important component of Raamac Workface Assessment Tool as it is the place where actual 
assessment happens. We follow the basic rules for video annotation interface design, such as 
intuitive, simple and constrained, to design Workface Assessment Interface. This interface 
consists of three main components: video player, label dropdown list and assisting functions, as 
shown in Figure 10. Video player shows video content that needs to be assessed, and takes the 
majority space of entire user interface to provide annotators a better view of construction 
operations in video. Label dropdown list contains labels that are presented hierarchically to 
describe activities of each construction worker. Assisting functions are presented by 
corresponding buttons and located above or under video player and label dropdown list. The 
layout of Workface Assessment Interface combines simplicity and functionality to achieve and 
assist video-based construction workface assessment results. The main functions of this interface 
include: workface assessment function and assisting function. 
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Workface Assessment Function: By using this function, annotators can annotate 
construction workers in videos for workface assessment. Annotation is a process of: 1) creating 
new construction workers’ role types, 2) drawing bounding boxed to localize construction 
workers in 2D, and 3) selecting labels to describe their activity types; and this process includes 
updating bounding box position and labels as video proceeds. First, to enable new construction 
worker role type creation, annotators can use “+NewResource” button, which brings out a list of 
potential role types. Second, after selecting role type for the interested construction worker in 
video, cursor will be activated to allow drawing bounding box around this construction worker to 
pinpoint his/her location in 2D. Third, annotators need to select labels from the dropdown list to 
describe interested construction worker’s activities in video. “Play” and “Rewind” button can 
proceed or replay video to update construction workers’ labels, which also can be achieved by 
using video progress control bar. Once all construction workers in video have been annotated, 
annotators should save annotation results by “SaveWork” button. 
Figure 10: Workface Assessment Interface. 
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Assisting Function: Assisting function is designed to help annotators to generate accurate 
workface assessment results conveniently. This function consists of “Introductions”, 
“+NewLabel”, and “Options”. “Introductions” helps annotators to understand tasks they need to 
perform and how to perform them. Due to conciseness reason, dropdown list only contains most 
frequently used labels, which could be insufficient to cover all types of construction operations. 
In this case, annotators can use “+NewLabel” to insert necessary labels to complete assessments. 
“Options” enables annotators to adjust video player in order to tune fittest monitoring setting. 
The available settings include different video speeds, hide/show bounding box and labels on 
video and enable/disable resize of bounding box. All assisting functions are displayed in 
different windows triggered by corresponding functional button to create a constrained and 
simple user interface. 
 
3.3 Compositional Structure Taxonomy of Construction Worker Activities 
Activity analysis requires a systematic description of construction worker activities, so 
that workface assessment can characterize each construction worker into different activity 
categories for the analysis of root causes for low productivity rate, and for the study of planning 
and implementing productivity improvement. However, construction worker activities are 
complex to describe, because of the substantial amount of different worker types and intra-class 
atomic activities associated with them. More importantly, construction worker activities are up to 
change because of the dynamic nature of construction project, which may cause the description 
of them failed to provide accurate information for activity analysis. In response to this problem, 
CII (2010) proposed an activity category that classifies all construction worker activities into 
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seven different types, which include direct work, preparatory work, tools and equipment, 
material handling, waiting, travel and personal activity. Although this activity category 
generalizes complex activities well, it does not work in situations, where effective productivity 
improvement plans need to be made with detailed reasoning of atomic activities; or computer 
vision algorithms need more visually distinctive features to automate construction worker 
activities classification, because CII activity category is too abstract to provide atomic activities 
and sufficient visual features. 
To address this concern, we introduce a three-layer compositional structure taxonomy to 
decode complex construction worker activities. The compositional structure taxonomy describes 
activities by worker type, CII activity category and visual activity category. The first layer— 
worker type contains 19 different construction worker roles, such as Concrete Finisher, 
Carpenter, Electrician, Bricklayer, etc. The second layer— CII activity category describes 
worker’s activities by direct work and non-direct work (preparatory work, tools and equipment, 
material handling, waiting, travel and personal activity). The third layer— visual activity 
category is introduced to add atomic activities, tools and body posture information to direct work 
to allow a detailed activity analysis or representative visual feature extraction. The proposed 
compositional structure taxonomy also describes non-direct works with worker body postures to 
enable a better understanding of each non-direct work types. Table 2 presents a part of proposed 
compositional structure taxonomy of construction worker activities that is related to concrete 
placement activity due to space reason (full compositional structure taxonomy of construction 
worker activities is available at: http://activityanalysis.cee.illinois.edu/). In this way, complex 
construction worker activities can be presented more effectively.  
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Table 2: Compositional structure taxonomy of construction worker activities (concrete finisher) 
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Worker 
Type 
CII Activity 
Category 
Visual Activity Category 
Atomic Activity Tool Body Posture 
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Direct Work 
Actively engaged in 
concrete pouring 
Bucket 
B
en
di
ng
, S
itt
in
g,
 S
ta
nd
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g 
Shovel 
Scoop 
Spreading, leveling, 
smoothing concrete 
Vibrator 
Bull float 
Hand float 
Hand screed 
Spreader 
Covering or protecting 
concrete  
Curing 
Sprayer 
Grout pump 
Molding expansion joint 
& edge 
Grover 
Edger 
Straightedge 
Surfacing 
Broom 
Brush 
Cutting concrete 
Saw 
Line tool 
Preparatory Work 
 
 
Tool and Equipment 
 Material Handling 
 Waiting 
 Travel 
 
Personal 
* This table only shows part of atomic activities and tools due to space reason. 
 
The compositional structure taxonomy we introduce to describe construction activities 
can address different needs of Raamac Workface Assessment Tool’s users. For a quick workface 
assessment, users can only choose CII activity category, which is “role-CII activity” structure, to 
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annotate construction videos. Also, to enable detailed workface assessment or collection of 
representative construction activity dataset for the development of automatic workface 
assessment algorithms, users can apply compositional structure taxonomy of construction worker 
activities, which is “worker-activity-posture-tool” structure, to video-based workface assessment 
task. Meanwhile, our system supports automatically inserting most frequently used 
compositional structure taxonomy during task publication stage. To cope the needs of different 
types of construction projects or the various needs of users, our system also enables users to add 
missing compositional structure taxonomy or create their own compositional structure taxonomy 
based on needs. 
 
 
3.4 Extrapolating Annotations From Keyframes 
Video annotation is different from static image annotation because of its dynamic nature 
that makes frame-by-frame annotation necessary but labor-intensive, time-consuming and costly. 
Although crowdsourcing video-based workface assessment can reduce human efforts, time and 
cost, video annotation approach still needs strategies to propagate construction workface 
assessment results from a sparse set of keyframes. Keyframes are frames in video sequences that 
benchmark the start of constriction workers' activity changes. These changes need to be captured 
manually by annotators. Non-keyframes are the following frames that contain same construction 
workers' activities as previous keyframe, while the position of these workers may have changed 
with time. To improve video annotation's performance, computer should propagate non-key 
frame annotations automatically. Therefore, it is necessary to develop extrapolation methods that 
support non-keyframe annotations propagation from keyframes. 
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We implement two different extrapolation methods-- linear extrapolation method and 
detection-based extrapolation method-- and will discuss their performances in following section 
(4.2 Experimental Results). In order to introduce extrapolation methods, we define 𝑇 as total 
frame of a video that is a function where 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒  ×  𝐹𝑃𝑆  (𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒  𝑝𝑒𝑟  𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑), and define 𝐵 
(Eq. 1) as bounding box coordinates of each annotation: 
  𝐵 = [𝑥!"#,𝑦!"#, 𝑥!"# ,𝑦!"#] (1)  
where 𝑥!"#, 𝑦!"#denote the coordinates of upper-left bouding box, and 𝑥!"#, 𝑦!"# denote the 
coordinates of lower-right bounding box. 𝐵!(0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇) is defined as bounding box coordinates 
at time 𝑡. Figure 11 shows an example of applying extrapolation methods to generate non-key 
frame annotations (𝐵!) from known keyframe annotations (𝐵!and 𝐵!). 
Figure 11: Extrapolation non-key frame annotations from keyframes. 
3.4.1 Linear Extrapolation 
Linear Extrapolation method assumes that objects that have constant velocity in 3D will 
also keep velocity unchanged in 2D. Although Yuen et al. (2009) applied homography-
preserving shape interpolation method to rectify linear extrapolation due to 3D constant velocity 
cannot be remained in 2D, Vondrick et al. (2013) claimed that only applying linear extrapolation 
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method can actually work well in many common scenarios. Thus, in our work, we directly 
leverage linear extrapolation method to propagate non-keyframe annotations. Assuming 2D 
constant velocity in both 𝑥 and 𝑦 direction, if a point in 𝑥 direction is at 𝐵!(𝑥!"#) and then at 𝐵!(𝑥!"#), the 𝐵!(𝑥!"#) should follow equation (Eq. 2): 
  𝐵! 𝑥!"# = (𝑇 − 𝑡)×𝐵! 𝑥!"# − 𝐵!(𝑥!"#)𝑇 − 0  
 
(2)  
Applying all coordinates in keyframes' bounding boxes to equation (Eq. 2), the 𝐵!  can be 
calculated as equation (Eq. 3): 
  𝐵! = (𝑇 − 𝑡)×𝐵! − 𝐵!𝑇  
 
(3)  
3.4.2 Detection-based Extrapolation 
Detection-based extrapolation method treats keyframes annotations as positive examples 
to learn a visual classifier, which is later used in detection process to localize construction 
workers' position in non-key frames. To build such classifier, visual features should be properly 
formed. Shape-base feature descriptors, such as HOG (Dalal and Triggs 2005), have gained 
popularity because of their promising performances in object detection. Meanwhile, color-based 
features have been applied in construction for automated construction worker detection (Escorcia 
et al. 2012; Gong et al. 2011) because the bright color of safety vests that construction workers 
have to wear during operations shows distinctive feature against construction background which 
is often dark. Therefore, we build a visual feature descriptor 𝑥! consisting of HOG and color 
features, as shown in equation (Eq. 4): 
  𝑥! = 𝐻𝑂𝐺𝑅𝐺𝐵  
 
(4)  
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where HOG is computed based on Dalal and Triggs (2005), and RGB is a nine-dimensional 
feature containing 3 means and 6 covariance computed from red, green and blue color channels 
(Vondrick et al. 2013). We apply 𝑥! to keyframe annotations to construct positive examples, and 
to automatically extracted patches from keyframes' background to construct negative examples. 
To learn a specific visual classifier that is able to assign positive examples with high score and 
assign negative examples with low score for further non-key frame annotations propagation, we 
introduce a binary Support Vector Machine (SVM). The SVM is a discriminative machine-
learning algorithm based on the structural risk minimization induction principle (Chang and Lin 
2011). As discussed, we train this binary SVM classifier by feeding all training examples (𝑥! ,+1)/(𝑥! ,−1) to SVM in order to optimize the following objective function (Eq. 5): 
  𝑚𝑖𝑛!,! 12 𝑤 ! + 𝑐 𝜉!!!!!  
Subject to: 𝑦! 𝑤 ∙ 𝜑  (𝑥!)+ 𝑏 ≥ 1− 𝜉! 𝜉! ≥ 0 
 
 
 
 
(5)  
where 𝜑(𝑥!) is a kernel function that maps 𝑥! to a higher-dimensional space, and 𝑐 is the penalty 
parameter (Chang and Lin 2011). The trained visual classifier with weight vector 𝑤 will be used 
to detect construction workers for non-key frame annotations propagation. However, due to 
cluttered construction site and frequent occlusions, it is nearly impossible to propagate non-key 
frame annotations by trained visual classifier with 100% percent accuracy. Therefore, a method 
that can reduce errors in detection is necessary. We applied constrained tracking (Vondrick et al. 
2013) to all the potential detections at each frame, in order to improve annotation accuracy. 
Constrained tracking tries to find the best candidate from all possible detections in each frame to 
constitute a path, which localizes each construction worker within entire video, with minimum 
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cost. The path with minimum score is defined as 𝐵!:! = 𝐵!,𝐵!,… ,𝐵!!!,𝐵! , where 𝐵! and 𝐵! 
are manually generated keyframes' annotations; 𝐵!, …, 𝐵!!! are automatically generated from 
trained SVM visual classifier. The cost of each possible path is constructed by a unary cost 𝑈! 
and a pairwise cost 𝑃  (𝐵! ,𝐵!!!). The optimization problem is then defined as equation (Eq. 6): 
  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛!!:!!! 𝑈!(𝐵!)+ 𝑝(𝐵! ,𝐵!!!)!!!!  
 
(6)  
where the unary cost 𝑈!(𝐵!) is defined as equation (Eq. 7), and pairwise cost 𝑃  (𝐵! ,𝐵!!!) is 
defined as equation (Eq. 8): 
  min  (−𝑤   ∙   𝜑 𝑥! ,𝛼!)+ 𝛼! 𝐵! − 𝐵!!"# ! 
 
(7)  
  𝑃(𝐵! ,𝐵!!!) = 𝛼! 𝐵! − 𝐵!!! ! 
 
(8)  
 
The unary cost 𝑈!(𝐵!) calculates potential detections’ cost in each frame by its visual 
classifier score and 𝑙! norm of its bounding box difference between SVM detection and linear 
extrapolation. As SVM associates the most possible prediction with highest score, to minimize 
the most likely detection's cost, we use – [𝑤 ∙ 𝜑 𝐵! ] as visual classifier score. Due to the 
occlusions, some frames 𝑡 may not fully contain a groundtruth detection, which causes false 
negatives with smaller minus scores to be the potential 𝐵!. In such situation, the annotations for 
non-key frames need to rely on linear extrapolation method, and replace classifier score – [𝑤 ∙ 𝜑 𝐵! ] with a very small and often zero number 𝛼!.  
The pairwise cost calculates the smoothness of each path. The bounding boxes for a 
construction worker in two consecutive frames should barely change if without camera motions 
or the motions are minimal. Based on this condition, a true path for a construction worker should 
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have minimum pairwise cost among all possible paths. Therefore, to select best candidates in 
each frame, this pairwise cost has been adopted as a gauge to test each path. 
 
3.5 Multiple Construction Workers Annotation 
Videos for construction workface assessment purpose always contain at least a crew, so 
that representative productivity data can be collected for further study. Although crew size varies 
based on project scale, activity type, budget, schedule, etc., a typical crew contains multiple 
construction workers. Improper selection of annotation method to annotate all construction 
workers in a video could waste time and result in low-quality annotations. Thus, efficient 
annotation method is imperative to reduce time and guarantee quality for dense annotations. 
Common annotation methods can be categorized into three domains: one-by-one, all-at-once, 
and role-at-once. 
 
In order to explain each method, we define a task that is to annotate a video with 𝑇 
frames and with 𝑁  construction workers. Using all-at-once method, annotators annotate or 
update all 𝑁 construction workers in frame 𝑡   0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇  at the same time, which requires 
annotators to watch video once; using one-by-one method, annotators annotate or update one 
construction worker for all 𝑇 frames, and then rewind video to start for next construction worker 
until all 𝑁 construction workers have been annotated. One-by-one method requires annotators to 
watch video for 𝑁 times; Role-at-once method, assuming there are M different roles, require 
annotators to annotate or update all construction workers with same role type for all 𝑇 frames, 
and rewind video to start next group of construction workers until all 𝑀 role types have been 
annotated. This method needs to watch video for 𝑀 times. 
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 Annotators tend to select all-at-once approach as their primary annotation method 
because, compared with the other annotation methods, all-at-once method seems to be able to 
save time by only watching the video once. However, this selection did not consider that other 
factors could affect time spent for annotation. For example, when annotating all construction 
workers at once, annotators may lose track of the construction worker they are suppose to 
annotate/update due to the crowd of crew, which may require additional time for revision and 
reasoning. Only focusing on one construction worker may increase the familiarity with these 
construction workers, which may save time during annotation updating process. Also, time is not 
the only indicator that needs attention. The trade-off between time and accuracy could also affect 
the final annotation results. Therefore, in order to quantify the time, accuracy and their trade-off 
relationship in real application scenario, we conduct experiments to examine the most efficient 
annotation approach, and the results will be discussed in the following section (4.2 Experimental 
Results).  
 
3.6 Amazon Mechanical Turk 
Amazon Mechanical Turk, the massive labor market, containing hundreds of thousands 
of online annotators, provides requesters needed data quickly and at low price; yet has potential 
quality risks. Quality risks result in erroneous data derived from annotators' poor judgments, or 
even from annotators’ maliciousness. In order to manage these quality risks, we first classify 
AMT annotators into: skilled, ethical, and unethical (Le et al. 2010). Skilled annotators possess 
the ability to provide accurate workface assessment honestly; ethical annotators are honest, but 
may incapable of providing assessment results with high accuracy due to poor judgments; 
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unethical annotators only try to finish as many tasks as possible in a random way to make 
money. To reject unethical annotators, we apply a pre-assessment quality control method; to 
improve the accuracy of skilled and ethical annotators, we design a post-assessment quality 
control method. These quality control methods will be discussed in the next sub-section (3.6.1 
Quality Assurance and Control Methods). 
 
Amazon Mechanical Turk is also a marketplace for solving micro-task (HITs) that can be 
completed quickly, easily and effortlessly. However, a video recording construction operations 
lasts from several minutes to several hours, which makes assessing such video much more 
difficult than completing a micro-task (video-based assessment task with shorter length). 
Directly publishing entire videos for workface assessment to AMT is not feasible and against the 
purpose of AMT. Therefore, to better use AMT, it is necessary to break down an entire video 
into several shorter HITs. This approach needs to address three questions: 1) what is the optimal 
HITs length, 2) what is the best annotation frequency, and 3) what is the method to render 
assessments from each HITs as a whole. The methods used to solve these questions will be 
discussed in the next sub-section (3.6.2 Micro-Task Design). 
3.6.1 Quality Assurance and Control Methods 
To guarantee the quality of crowdsourcing construction activity analysis from jobsite 
video streams, we propose two methods: pre-assessment and post-assessment methods. Pre-
assessment, as a quality assurance method, is used to select potential annotators from AMT 
marketplace; post-assessment, as a quality control method, is used to report assessments' 
accuracy and correct errors to provide accurate assessment results. 
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Pre-assessment method is designed to select skilled and ethical annotators and reject 
unethical annotators from AMT marketplace by testing annotators’ performance. Pre-assessment 
method adds a short testing video associated with groundtruth annotation to the start of each 
HITs. If an annotator accesses any of the published HITs for the first time, he/she will be 
redirected to this testing video without notice. The system will compare annotations from this 
annotator with the groundtruth annotations, and generate his/her accuracy for this testing video. 
If the accuracy passes the requester pre-defined threshold, this annotator can continue to work on 
actual HITs; otherwise, the annotator is prohibited to work on any other HITs. A stricter 
threshold from requesters could also block ethical annotators from HITs. Using groundtruth data 
to screen annotators in AMT marketplace is a common approach to guarantee quality (Ipeirotis et 
al. 2010; Snow et al. 2008; Le et al. 2010). And, also due to this popularity, unethical annotators 
may provide system a perfect testing performance to get pass, while generate random 
assessments for the actual HITs. Thus, besides quality assurance method, we need a quality 
control method to examine the accuracy of actual assessment results, and to correct errors in 
these results. 
 
Post-assessment method is designed to improve assessments' accuracy by a repeated-
labeling approach, which requires a video to be annotated for multiple times. Repeated-labeling 
is a preferable way to deal with noisy data for assessment quality improvement (Sheng et al. 
2008). In this approach, we first define a matching schema that uses cost matrix to find 
corresponding annotations across multiple assessment results, and then apply majority voting 
strategy to generate final assessment from repeated assessments. Matching schema randomly 
selects an annotation result as the reference, and feeds reference and each of the rest assessment 
result to cost equation (Eq. 9) to generate cost matrixes for matching corresponding annotations. 
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  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡!(𝑁! ,𝑁!) = {!× !!! !! !!!! !!               !"!!"#$%!!!! !! !!!! !!                                   !"  !"#$!!!!  !"#$!!!;!!!,…,!  
 
(9)  
where 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡!(𝑁! ,𝑁!) is the cost between 𝑁!-th annotation from reference and 𝑁!-th annotation 
from input at frame 𝑡   0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 ; 𝑆!! 𝑁! − 𝑆!! 𝑁!  is the area difference (bounding box 
overlap) between 𝑁!-th bounding box and 𝑁!-th bounding box; 𝑅𝑂𝐿𝐸!!! and 𝑅𝑂𝐿𝐸!!! are the 
construction worker type labels of annotations in comparison. The calculated costs are used to 
constitute the cost matrix for reference and input annotation results, as shown in Table 3. 
Annotations from reference and input are grouped based on the minimum cost value in the cost 
matrix. Once all groups have been matched, we performed majority voting to annotations of 
same construction worker at each frame. For example, we first eliminate groups, which have 
annotation number less than half of the repeat time. Then, we calculated average bounding 
boxes' coordinates 𝐴𝑉𝐺 𝐵!!""  of all repeated annotations for same construction worker; and 
eliminate annotation(s) whose sum of 𝐵! − 𝐴𝑉𝐺(𝐵!!"") is greater than defined threshold at frame 𝑡. Finally, we re-calculated the average of bouding boxes' coordinates and selected the majority 
label for each level of compositional structure taxonomy from the rest of annotations to generate 
final annotation for each construction worker (annotation group) at frame 𝑡. 
Although repeated-labeling could improve the quality of workface assessments, 
unnecessary times of repeated labeling will cost extra money and time. To save money and time 
during quality control process, it is necessary to find the optimal repeat times. Thus, we conduct 
experiments using cross-validation method to examine how the accuracy will be changed based 
on different repeat times. The experiments' results will be discussed in the following section (4.2 
Experimental Results). 
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Table 3: Cost matrix at frame t 
 
Reference Annotations at frame t 
1 2 … NR NR + 1 … 
In
pu
t A
nn
ot
at
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at
 fr
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t 
1 Costt(1, 1) Costt(2, 1)  Costt(NR, 1) Costt(NR + 1, 1)  
2 Costt(1, 1) Costt(2, 2)  Costt(NR, 2) Costt(NR + 1, 2)  
…       
NI Costt(1, NI) Costt(2, NI)  Costt(NR, NI) Costt(NR + 1, NI)  
NI +1 Costt(1, NI +1) Costt(2, NI +1)  Costt(NR, NI +1) Costt(NR + 1, NI +1)  
…       
 
3.6.2 Micro-Task Design 
To efficiently construct HITs from entire video, we need to consider HITs length, 
annotation frequency and how to stitch HITs for final assessment result rendering. HITs length, 
also refer to video length in this case, will not only affect time needed to finish each HITs but 
also affect HITs results' accuracy. The longer each HITs is the less time will be needed to 
complete it as annotators do not need to spend more time to understand video content for 
multiple times. However, longer HITs will also lead to annotators' tiredness and boredom, which 
cause low accuracy and may increase time. To study their trade-off relationship, we conduct 
experiments and present experiment results in the following section (4.2 Experimental Results).  
Although dense labeling is desirable because it can improve accuracy, over labeling may 
lead to cost and time over-run. Only manually annotating a sparse set of keyframes and applying 
extrapolation methods to generate annotations for non-key frames could provide same level of 
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accuracy with less time and cost. To explore the relationship between sparseness of annotations 
and accuracy level, we present experiments and findings in section (4.2 Experimental Results). 
 Because Raamac Workface Assessment Tool breaks an entire video into multiple HITs 
to construct micro-tasks for AMT, in order to stitch HITs results to render final workface 
assessment result, we put one-second overlap between each HITs. Then, we apply same method 
used to match repeated annotation results, as shown in equation (Eq. 9), to all overlapped 
annotations of each HITs for final workface assessment result stitching and rendering. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Experiment Setup and Performance Measures 
To identify the key parameters and elements of this proposed tool, we conducted three 
different experiments, which include annotation methods, video lengths, and annotation 
frequencies. To validate the hypothesis that crowdsourcing construction activity analysis at AMT 
marketplace is a reliable approach, we conducted experiment to compare non-expert annotators’ 
performance with construction experts’ performance on conducting video-based workface 
assessment tasks. To test linear extrapolation method and detection-based extrapolation method, 
we conducted experiment to present their accuracy in different conditions. Finally, to test post-
assessment quality control method and explore best repeated labeling times for desirable level of 
accuracy, we experimented different folds cross-validation. In total, we conducted six 
experiments to tune best parameters of this proposed tool, and to validate our initial hypothesis. 
To compare different experiments’ performance, we chose annotation time spent to 
complete each experiment and accuracy of experiments’ result as criteria to select best parameter 
or to validate our hypothesis. Due to Raamac Workface Assessment Tool applies compositional 
structure taxonomy of construction worker activities, we present accuracy separately as: 
completeness accuracy, bounding box accuracy, role accuracy, activity accuracy, posture 
accuracy, and tool accuracy. Completeness accuracy examines annotators’ capability to 
completely annotate all construction workers in video without missing any of construction 
workers. Bounding box accuracy reports localization information of construction workers, and 
uses 50% overlap between experimental assessment and groundtruth assessment as threshold. 
Tool accuracy examines annotators’ capability to correctly label construction worker’s tool, or 
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six non-direct work categories for those construction workers in video doing non-direct work. In 
the following section, we introduce each experiment, and report experimental results. 
 
4.2 Experimental Results 
4.2.1 Annotation Method 
To select best annotation method for video-based workface assessment, we conducted 
experiment with different annotation methods, which include one-by-one, all-at-once, and role-
at-once, to annotate “Video#1’, “Video#2”, and “Video#3”. The annotation time distribution of 
each method is shown in Figure 12, and the average time and total time are shown in Table 4. 
Figure 12: Annotation time distribution of each annotation method for Video#1 (left), Video#2 
(middle), and Video#3 (right). 
 
From Figure 12 and Table 4, we observed that, with the increase of construction worker, 
the annotation method using least time shows the tendency of shifting from one-by-one method 
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to all-at-once method, because one-by-one method starts to spend more time on repeating videos; 
while all-at-once could save time by only watch the video once. We also observed that one-by-
one method is superior when the activity change frequency is high, and all-at-once is preferable 
when this frequency is low. When construction workers’ activity changes frequently, one-by-one 
method saves time by concentrating on one construction worker each time, while other methods 
lose time because high frequency overwhelms annotators which makes annotators lose track of 
construction workers, therefore, forces annotator to use more time to change errors or re-analyze 
construction workers’ activity category. However, all-at-once method prevails when activity 
does not change frequently. 
Table 4: Average and sum of annotation time spent on each annotation method 
  
Video groups 
#1_1 #1_2 #1_3 #2_1 #2_2 #2_3 #3_1 #3_2 #3_3 
AVG 
AM#1 550 592 534 1491 1317 1359 1307 1084 1254 
AM#2 363 836 607 1404 1276 1879 871 823 804 
AM#3 478 922 788 1736 1507 1647 1174 908 1576 
SUM 
AM#1 8380 20841 18232 
AM#2 9034 22801 12495 
AM#3 10943 24459 18298 
*AM#1, Am#2, and AM#3 stands from one-by-one, all-at-once, and role-at-once respectively  
 
We also concluded that different annotation methods do not affect accuracy significantly, 
as shown in Table 5. However, role-at-once method has much higher role accuracy than other 
methods, because this method asks annotators to reason construction worker’s role type which 
helps to increase role accuracy. 
Table 5: Average accuracy of each annotation method 
  Completeness Bounding Box Role Activity Posture Tool 
AM#1 0.95 0.98 0.83 0.80 0.97 0.84 
AM#2 0.95 0.98 0.88 0.71 0.97 0.83 
AM#3 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.80 0.96 0.82 
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4.2.2 Video Length 
To test how the different video lengths will affect workface assessment speed, we 
conducted experiment using three different video lengths, which include 10s, 30s, and 60s, to 
examine their relationship with assessment speed. Our experimental result, as shown in Figure 
13 and Table 6, indicates that increasing video length can reduce annotation time. Based on 
Figure 13, we can observe that videos with 60s length (indicated by red lines) uses least 
annotation time. And, the save of annotation time by 60s video length for Video#1 and Vide#2 is 
significant, compared with the other two video lengths; while, the save for Video#3 between 
using 60s video length and the other two video lengths is not as significant as the save for 
Video#1 and Video#2. The reason why longer video length is superior is that, for example, 
combining six 10s video into one 60s video will make annotator more familiar with video 
content, reduce the chance to interpret content for multiple times, and reduce the chance to 
manually draw initial bounding boxes. Also, longer video length shows significant gains for 
videos with high activity change frequency, and shows modest gains for videos with relatively 
lower activity change frequency.  
Table 6: Average and sum of annotation time spent on each video length 
 
Video groups 
#1_1 #1_2 #1_3 #2_1 #2_2 #2_3 #3_1 #3_2 #3_3 
AVG 
10s 550 592 534 1492 1317 1359 1308 1084 1254 
30s 488 655 527 1292 1230 1835 662 529 850 
60s 279 377 354 806 635 1062 513 436 614 
SUM 
10s 8380 20841 18232 
30s 8349 21784 10227 
60s 5050 12520 7812 
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Figure 13: Annotation time distribution of each video length for Video#1 (left), Video#2 
(middle), and Video#3 (right). 
 
In this experiment, we did not observe significant accuracy difference caused by different 
video lengths, as shown in Table 7. However, compared with other video lengths, 60s’ video 
length has lower tool accuracy (around 10% lower). This suggests that longer video length could 
possibly cause tiredness of annotators that makes accuracy lower than shorter video length. 
Table 7: Average accuracy of each video length 
  Completeness Bounding Box Role Activity Posture Tool 
10s 0.95 0.98 0.83 0.80 0.97 0.84 
30s 0.90 0.95 0.88 0.81 0.97 0.83 
60s 0.90 0.96 0.90 0.82 0.97 0.74 
4.2.3 Annotation Frequency 
Sparse annotation, compared to dense annotation, could save time at the sacrifice of 
accuracy. To explore the trade-off relationship between time and accuracy, we chose to 
experiment with three different annotation frequencies, including 3-times/minute, 5-
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times/minute, and 9-times/minute. We presented annotation time distribution of each frequency 
in Figure 14, average and sum of annotation time in Table 8, and showed accuracy of each 
frequency in Table 9. From these data, we observed that: 1) sparse annotation can save time, and 
the sparser the annotation is the less time annotation will use; 2) sparse annotation shows 
significant gains for videos with high activity change frequency, such as Video#1 and Video#2; 
and the gains are not obvious for videos with low activity change frequency, such as Video#3; 
and 3) based on Table 8 and Table 9, the sparser annotation can reduce annotation and generate 
lower accuracy at the same time. Although, compared with the other annotation frequency, 3-
times/minute annotation frequency has the lowest average accuracy, it does not indicate 
requesters who prefer high accuracy should abandon sparser annotation frequency because, 
compared 3-times/minute annotation with dense annotation from 60s video, we found that 3-
times/minute frequency is 66% faster, and is only 7% lower in term of accuracy. 
Table 8: Average and sum of time spent of annotation frequency 
 
Video groups 
#1_1 #1_2 #1_3 #2_1 #2_2 #2_3 #3_1 #3_2 #3_3 
AVG 
9 184 410 313 588 450 608 334 260 401 
5 488 655 161 337 336 460 253 182 292 
3 83 125 118 265 189 237 243 198 273 
SUM 
9 4586 8229 4975 
5 2572 5668 3630 
3 1636 3451 3575 
 
 
Table 9: Accuracy of each annotation frequency 
  Completeness Bounding Box Role Activity Posture Tool 
9 0.94  0.90  0.99  0.78  0.93  0.83  
5 0.87  0.85  0.95  0.74  0.94  0.86  
3 0.83  0.77  0.86  0.66  0.95  0.85  
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Figure 14: Annotation time distribution of each annotation frequency for Video#1 (left), 
Video#2 (middle), and Video#3 (right). 
4.2.4 Expert V.S Non-Expert Annotator 
As Raamac Workface Assessment Tool supports crowdsourcing construction activity 
analysis to AMT, a marketplace with non-expert annotators, it is necessary to validate the 
reliability of crowdsourcing and AMT marketplace. To validate this, we conducted experiment to 
compare expert and non-expert annotators’ performances regarding annotation time and 
accuracy. Figure 15 shows the percent of annotation time differences between expert annotator 
and non-expert annotator. Based on Figure 15, we observed that, generally, expert annotator is 
faster than non-expert annotator. Suggested by linear regression of annotation time difference 
percent (green line in Figure 15), expert annotator is 22% faster than non-expert annotator on 
average. 
We computed expert and non-expert’s accuracy difference by the percent of expert 
annotator is better than non-expert annotator regarding accuracy, as shown in Figure 16 and 
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Figure 17. From these figures, we can also conclude that, in general, expert annotator provides 
assessment with slightly higher accuracy. Figure 16 shows the percent of completeness, 
bounding box and posture accuracy differences, and Figure 17 shows the percent of role, 
activity, and tool accuracy differences.  We also applied linear regression to all of the accuracy 
difference points. Linear regression testifies our observation that experts generally perform 
slightly better than non-expert. Although non-expert annotator has higher role accuracy, shown 
in Figure 17 (top), the difference of role accuracy is less than 2%, so can be ignored. After the 
analysis of linear regression lines, and the comparison between expert and non-expert’s average 
accuracy in Table 10, we observed that the average accuracy difference is within 3%. Therefore, 
we can conclude that non-expert annotator can perform as well as expert regarding accuracy. 
Figure 15: Percent of time difference with linear regression between expert and non-expert 
annotator. 
 
Table 10: Average accuracy differences between expert and non-expert annotator 
  Completeness Bounding Box Role Activity Posture Tool 
Delta +0.02  +0.01  -0.01  +0.03  ∓0.00  0.03  
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Figure 16: Percent of completeness, bounding box and posture accuracy difference with linear 
regression between expert and non-expert annotator. 
 
Figure 17: Percent role, activity, and tool accuracy differences with linear regression between 
expert and non-expert annotator. 
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4.2.5 Cross-Validation 
Raamac Workface Assessment Tool applies repeated labeling as a post-assessment 
quality control method, through which requester can improve assessment results’ accuracy to 
minimize the risk of collecting inaccurate data. The repeated labeling results will be cross-
validated to generate final assessment result that has higher accuracy. However, unnecessary 
repeat times will cause additional cost and annotation time. Therefore, it is necessary to explore 
how many times of repeated labeling will guarantee a satisfactory result. We present our 
experimental results in Figure 18, Figure 19, and Figure 20.  
Figure 18: Cross-Validation results for “Video#1”. 
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Figure 19: Cross-Validation results for “Video#2”. 
 
Figure 20: Cross-Validation results for “Video#3”. 
 
We chose the worst annotation result from each video category as original annotation (1-
fold), and then randomly selected annotations from each video category to constitute 3-fold, 4-
fold, 5-fold, 6-fold, 7-fold and 8-fold cross-validation. For “Video#1”, “Video#2”, and 
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“Video#3”, we can observe that, in general, the accuracy tends to be steady after 3-fold cross-
validation.  However, Figure 16 shows that all accuracies except for activity and tool accuracy of 
“Video#1” start to drop after 7-fold cross-validation; Figure 18 also shows that activity accuracy 
of “Video#3” keeps dropping form 3-fold to 8-fold cross-validation. The accuracy drop after 7-
fold cross-validation in Figure 16 may result from unnecessary repeated labeling, which 
generates more erroneous data, and thus cause incorrect label prevails during majority voting 
process. The activity accuracy drop in Figure 18 may also results from unnecessary repeated 
labeling, or results from far camera distance that challenges annotators to observe activities 
clearly. Base on the average performance of each fold’s cross-validation accuracy, we concluded 
that 3-fold cross-validation can provide optimal accuracy; and increasing the fold number will 
not necessarily increase accuracy, and also associates the risk of increasing erroneous data. 
4.2.6 Linear and Detection-based Extrapolation Method 
Extrapolation methods are applied to generate non-key frame annotations from a sparse 
set of user-assisted keyframe annotations. The effectiveness of extrapolation method should be 
examined, especially for video-based workface assessment tasks, because construction 
operations in these video streams contain a large number of non-linear movements and 
occlusions that challenge extrapolation methods from satisfactory performance. To this goal, we 
compared linear extrapolation method with detection-based extrapolation method’s error rate for 
bounding boxes location at different sparseness level, indicated by average clicks per frame per 
construction worker. The smaller sparseness level is, the less keyframe annotations these two 
extrapolation methods will use. From our initial experimental result for Video#1, shown in 
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Figure 21, we observed that linear extrapolation method has better performance over detection-
based extrapolation method. 
Figure 21: Comparison between linear and detection-based extrapolation method for Video#1. 
 
Based on Figure 21, we observed that, after 0.05 clicks per frame per construction 
worker, the accuracy of each method tends to become steady, which indicates that increasing 
click numbers do not necessarily increase bounding box accuracy. As we discussed before, linear 
extrapolation method shows better performance than detection-based method, which may be 
caused by the occlusions and clutter background of construction sites that hinder detection-based 
method to extract representative feature to train effective machine learning classifier. 
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4.3 Discussion and Research Challenges 
In this paper, we propose to conduct construction activity analysis by crowdsourcing 
video-based workface assessment tasks at Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), in order to address 
the need of methods for reliable activity analysis and to facilitate the development of computer 
vision algorithms for automatic analysis of construction operations from jobsite video streams. 
Crowdsourcing is considered as an effective approach to solve large-scale problems, which are 
extremely difficult for computer to automate and for individual human to deal with, by human 
intelligence recruited through online open calls fast and at low cost. As a popular problem-
solving option within computer vision community, crowdsourcing should also be able to 
improve video-based construction activity analysis’s performance, even though the analysis of 
complex construction activities is challenging to non-expert annotators. To validate that 
crowdsourcing video-based construction analysis task at AMT is a reliable and promising 
approach, we conducted experiments to compare non-expert and expert’s performance. Our 
experimental results show that expert annotators are, on average, 22% faster than non-expert 
annotators in term of annotation time; expert annotators’ accuracy is similar to non-expert 
annotator’s accuracy, within 3% fluctuation. Based on the experimental result, we concluded that 
non-expert annotator can perform video-based workface assessment task as well as (or similar 
to) expert annotator, which also testifies the hypothesis that crowdsourcing construction activity 
analysis from jobsite video streams to AMT, a marketplace with non-expert annotators, is a 
reliable and promising approach to deal with challenges current computer vision algorithms meet 
in construction activity analysis process. 
To enable crowdsourcing of video-based construction activity analysis, we developed an 
online video annotation tool—Raamac Workface Assessment Tool. In order to tune the fittest 
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setting of this proposed tool for a better use of crowdsourcing, we experimented and discussed: 
1) annotation method; 2) video length; and 3) annotation frequency. Based on experimental 
results, we concluded that: 1) one-by-one annotation method works best with videos that have 
less construction workers and high activity change frequency; whereas all-at-once annotation 
method works best with videos that have more construction workers and low activity change 
rate; 2) increasing video length can reduce annotation time, as 60s video save 47% and 37% 
annotation time compared with 10s and 30s video; also, we only observed tool accuracy’s drop 
with the increase of video length; 3) sparser annotation is preferable, as 3-times/minute 
annotation frequency, compared with dese annotation, reduce average annotation time by 57% at 
the sacrifice at 7% accuracy drop. Also, due to the time and available participants, many 
experiments could only have limited control groups. For example, we could not validate the 
optimal video length from current experiments. For example, if using 120s video length, the 
annotation time may increase significantly due to tiredness and boredom of annotators.  
We also tested different folds cross-validation to search best repeated labeling times at 
post-assessment stage. The experimental result suggests that 3-fold cross-validation provides 
best accuracy-cost trade-off. We observed that increasing fold number (after 3-fold) does not 
raise accuracy significantly, and will cause accuracy to drop under some circumstances. Quality 
assurance and control methods are important to guarantee the results retrieved from 
crowdsourcing are reliable. Repeat labeling can improve result accuracy, and also can cause 
accuracy to drop when erroneous data is the majority, such as activity accuracy in Figure 20. To 
guarantee quality in the dynamic crowdsourcing environment, effective quality control method 
should be further studied. 
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We also compared different non-key frame annotation propagation methods including 
linear extrapolation method and detection-based extrapolation method. Our initial experimental 
results shows that increasing the sparseness of annotation may not necessarily increase bounding 
box accuracy, as indicated by Figure 21 that bounding box accuracy tends to be steady after 0.05 
clicks per frame per construction worker. Also, we noticed that linear method performs better 
than detection-based method. The difficulties involved in extracting representative features to 
constitute an effective visual classifier may cause this comparison result. Thus, the research 
challenge for non-key frame annotations propagation lies in exploring effective feature 
representation format to effectively assist detection-based extrapolation method to perform better 
during non-key frame annotations propagation stage. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper presents a novel method that supports crowdsourcing construction activity 
analysis from jobsite video streams. The proposed method leverages human intelligence 
recruited from massive crowdsourcing marketplace—AMT, together with automated vision-
based detection/tracking algorithms to render timely and reliable construction activity analysis in 
different challenging conditions, such as heavy occlusions of construction activities, cluttered 
construction sites and drastic camera motion. Our experimental result with average accuracy of 
85% shows the promise of proposed method. Meanwhile, the comparison between expert and 
non-expert’s performance validates the hypothesis that crowdsourcing video-based construction 
activity analysis to AMT could achieve similar (or even same) accuracy as conducting activity 
analysis by construction expert. 
To further improve our system, future work should focus on: 1) the design of more robust 
detection/tracking algorithm that can work well with sparse human input to generate accurate 
non-key frame annotations efficiently; 2) the design of quality control method that does not 
require repeated labeling, so as to reduce requesters’ cost and avoid erroneous data prevails at 
majority voting stage; 3) increase the size of the control group to explore a set of key parameters 
of proposed Raamac Workface Assessment Tool. As we have already created a new 
compositional structure taxonomy that uses interactions between construction worker posture, 
construction activities and construction tool, to describe construction activities, we could apply 
such available information to detection/tracking stage to enhance non-key frame annotations 
propagation performance. Also, many studies focus on using Hidden Markova Model (HMM) to 
refer construction activities from long sequence video stream, which could be beneficial to 
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detection/tracking stage and quality control stage. If our system can learn a set of transition and 
emission probabilities between each construction activity, it will help annotator and 
detect/tracking algorithms to analyze next possible construction activity types, and help quality 
control method to decline obviously wrong labels, so as to improve activity analysis’s accuracy. 
Finally, to comprehensively validate this new method in construction for video-based analysis, a 
set of detailed crowdsourcing market investigations and experiments should be conducted, not 
only to test technical parameters, but also to build a process model to test the cost associated with 
crowdsourcing construction activity analysis, the time span between publishing and retrieval 
tasks, and potential risks of affecting worker privacy by outsourcing construction video 
annotations containing construction workers to the crowd. 
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